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nental.   A   count   taken   in   June   and   July   will
probably   show   a   lower   density   as   most   of
the   migratory   birds   will   have   left   by   then.
However,   these   migrants   spend   almost   eight
months   of   the   year   (September   to   April)   in
our  land  and  there  is  no  reason  why  we  should
exclude   them   while   estimating   the   bird   popu-

lation of  a  particular  area.
Admittedly,   the   count   was   weighted   in

favour   of   birds   which   are   commensals   of   man
namely   house   sparrow   and   crow,   mynah   and
parakeet,   pariah   kite   and   blue   rock   pigeon.
In   Murton's   figures   also   88   p.c.   of   the   breed-

ing birds  are  feral  pigeons  and  house  sparrows.
Here,   the   common   Indian   mynah   formed   al-

most a  third  of  the  total  number  of  indivi-
duals. The  mynah  outnumbered  the  crow  and

the   sparrow   by   almost   2   to   1.   Not   all   the
mynahs   forage   within   the   city   however.   They
are   commuters,   flying   out   every   morning   to
fields   and   grasslands   to   feed   and   flying   in   to
roost   each   evening.   We   were   surprised   to   find
the   number   of   house   sparrows   so   low   (1600).
Probably   these   drab-coloured   birds   failed   to
attract   our   attention.   Big   flocks   of   sparrows
were   seen   mainly   in   the   evening   when   num-

bers collected  and  flew  to  roost.  One  roosting
tree   near   the   railway   station   attracted   more
than   500   of   them.

Even   crows   were   found   to   be   more   numer-
ous than  the  house  sparrow.  About  2500  of

them  were   counted.   It   was   not   always   possible
to   distinguish   between   a   house   and   a   jungle
crow,   as   counts   were   made   mainly   in   the
evenings.   We   suspect   however,   that   there   are
as  many  jungle  crows  as  there  are  house  crows.

Early   in   the   morning   crows   appeared   to   be
the   first   to   wake   up   and   move   about;   while
in  the  evening  they  were  preceded  by  the  com-

mon mynah  for  roosting.  They  flew  in  to  roost
in   flocks   of   20-30   or   gangs   of   5-10,   in   a   lei-

surely fashion,  flying  at  about  tree-top  height.

Sometimes   they   used  to   make   a   sudden  stoop
on  to  a  tree  on  the  way,  the  flying  army  arrest-

ing flight  suddenly  and  diving  down  to  alight
on   the   tree   to   the   accompaniment   of   much
noise.   After   a   pause   they   continued   their
flight.   They   also   perched   on   adjacent   build-

ings before  settling  on  the  roosting  trees.  Even
after   reaching   these   trees   some   took   to   wing,
flew  about,   made   a   detour   only   to   come  back
to  settle  on  the  trees.

The   common   mynah   roosts   were   nothing
short   of   spectacular.   At   one   roost   more   than
4000   mynahs   were   counted.   They   flew   in   to
roost   in   flocks   of   2-4,   7-8,   20-30   and   30-50.
Most   of   them   flew   at   moderate   heights,
though   some   coming   into   city   from   the   west
over   the   hills   flew   higher.   Before   reaching
the   trees   mynahs   too   collected   first   in   a   con-

venient sport,  a  hill-slope,  a  grassy  patch  on  a
river-bank,   even   a   tall   theatre-building.   Here
they  made  a  pause  of  15  to  30  minutes  before
flying  in  en  masse  into  the  trees  to  the  accom-

paniment of  a  deafening  cackle.
House   and   jungle   crows   were   found   to   be

associating   with   common   mynahs   on   all   the
roosts;   while  at   one  roost  near  the  river  about
350   cattle   and   little   egrets   and   325   pond
herons   came   to   roost   with   the   mynahs   and
crows.   They   however,   occupied   acacia   trees
while   the   latter   roosted   on   the   banyan,   the
peepul  and  the  rain  tree.  Egrets  came  in  flocks
of   10   to   25   birds,   flying   along   the   course   of
the  river,  while  pond  herons  came  one  by  one.
Brahminy   mynahs   have   smaller   roosts   scat-

tered all  over  the  city.  They  do  not  associate
with   the   common   mynah   but   roost   separately
in   groups   of   5   to   50.   Normally   in   the   first
fortnight   of   March   every   year,   rosy   pastors
arrive   and   spend   some   days   in   the   city.   They
also   were   seen   to   roost   with   the   common
mynah.   400   were   counted   at   one   roost   alone.

While   the   mynah   roosts   are   mostly   in   the
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central,   southern  and  western  parts  of   the  city,
the   rose-ringed   parakeet   prefers   chiefly   the
Koregaon   Park   area   to   the   east.   In   the   even-

ing  they   were   seen   to   fly   energetically   in
groups  of  20-40  birds  to  settle  in  large  banyan
and   peepul   trees.   Smaller   groups   coalesced
into   larger   ones   as   roosting   trees   drew   near
and  they  used  to  settle  with  an  incessant  chat-

ter which  normally  went  on  with  interruptions
till   late   at   night.   They   appear   to   be   late-risers
too,   leaving   the   roost   after   sunrise   when  most
of   the   other   birds   are   up   and   about.   More
than   1000   parakeets   roost   there.

As   in   other   Indian   cities   some   pariah   kites
and   whitebacked   vultures   are   usually   to   be
seen   quartering   the   skies   of   Poona   city.   Kites
were   found   to   be   numerous   in   the   Canton-

ment area  and  in  early  mornings  these  hand-
some birds  were  very  active,  diving,  swooping

on  the  ground  for  tit-bits  and  squealing.  Breed-
ing season  of  these  birds  was  on  and  on  a

busy   thoroughfare   a   nest   with   a   sitting   bird
could   easily   be   seen   on   a   peepul   tree   about
10   metres   up   from   the   street   level.   Most   of
the   vultures   scavenge   near   the   bone-crushing
plant   located   at   south-east   of   the   city.   Com-

pared to  whitebacked  vultures,  the  number  of
neophron   vultures   was   insignificant.

Out   of   the   130   species   counted,   35   may
be   called   garden   and   woodland   birds   which
including   bulbuls,   magpie   and   Indian   robins,
sunbird,   barbet,   warblers,   flycatchers,   tit,
woodpecker,   flowerpecker,   koel,   golden   oriole,
iora,   grey   hornbill,   white-eye,   little   minivet,
spotted  owlet  etc.  37  species  belonged  to  grass-

land, scrub  and  fallow-land.  These  included
drongo,   shrikes,   babblers,   munias,   quails,   bush-
chats,   pipits,   larks,   doves,   bee-eater,   hoopoe,
Indian   roller,   yellow-wattled   lapwing,   crested
bunting  etc.   Ten  species   of   birds   of   prey   were
recorded.   They   included   three   eagle   species,
blackwinged   and   large     Indian   kite,   kestrel,

shikra,   sparrow-hawk,   redheaded   merlin   and
marsh   harrier.

Poona's   river   banks   harbour   a   rich   variety
of   bird-life;   110   species   have   so   far   been   re-

corded in  the  Mula-Mutha  Bird  Sanctuary
area   alone.   During   the   present   count   39   spe-

cies of  water-birds  were  recorded.  These  in-
cluded dabchick,  kingfishers,  wagtails,  coots,

terns,   egrets,   swallows,   ducks   like   garganey
teal   and   pintail,   and   a   variety   of   waders   such
as   black-winged   stilt,   sandpipers,   green   and
redshanks,   little   ringed   plover,   little   stint,
jacanas  etc.

Out  of  the  130  bird  species,   90  species  were
resident   birds   and   the   remaining   migratory.
Of   the   latter   18   are   known   to   breed   within
Indian   limits,   but   migrate   either   locally   from
the   north   or   from   the   Himalayas.   These   in-

cluded Indian  Roller,  collared  bushchat,  black-
winged   stilt,   black   redstart,   blue   rock   thrush,
lesser   whistling   teal   etc.   Species   that   habitual-

ly  migrate   over   long  distances   numbered  22.
They   are   winter   visitors   to   our   land   and   in-

cluded ducks  like  garganey  teal  and  pintail,
wagtails,   rosy   pastors,   desert   wheatears   etc.

What   other   peculiarities   of   bird-life   could
be   noted   during   the   count?   As   the   breeding
season   was   approaching   songsters   were   slowly
getting   into   form.   Though   the   redvented   bul-
bul   and  the  magpie   robin  were  not   yet   in   full
song,   calls   of   iora   and   golden   oriole   could
be   heard.   The   koel   was   making   feeble   at-

tempts to  produce  its  characteristic  call;  the
male   would   burst   into   his   full   song   towards
the   end   of   the   month.   Surprisingly,   a   hawk-
cuckoo   was   vocal   in   a   park   even   though   the
weather   was   clear   and  sunny.

Pair-formation   was   still   in   its   initial   stages.
The   male   magpie   robin   chased   the   female
desultorily   and   without   any   fervour.   The
Indian   robin   had   paired   already   but   feed-

ing of  the  female  by  the  male  could  not  yet
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be   observed.   The   rufousbacked   shrike   utter-
ed  harsh   notes   from  a   tree   or   a   telegraph

cable   as   if   proclaiming   territorial   rights   but
his   mate   was   nowhere   nearby.   The   purple
sunbird   was   not   yet   in   full   breeding   plumage
and   the   male   and   the   female   foraged   sepa-
rately.

Cattle   and  little   egrets   and  pond  herons  and
pheasant-tailed   jacanas   were   also   not   yet   in
breeding   plumage.   However,   some   dabchick
pairs   were   busy   constructing   their   floating
nests   near   the   far   end   of   a   reed-bed;   while
one  pair   of   dabchick   had  already  laid   and  was
incubating   a   clutch   of   two   eggs.   On   a   steep
bank   even   a   small   blue   kingfisher   was   seen
excavating   a   nest-hole.

Most   of   the   migrants   were   still   to   be   found
in   the   city.   The   Indian   redstart   was   still   here
though   most   would   leave   by   the   10th.   Blyth's
reed   and   greenish   leaf   warblers   could   still   be
heard  in  the  trees  and  in  the  morning  the  bril-

liant blossom  of  the  silk  cotton  attracted  hor-
des  of   chattering   rosy   pastors   who   would

proceed   north   around   15th   March.   The   blue
rock   thrush   still   lurked   in   the   eaves   of   tall
buildings   and   on   hills   and   among   boulders
on   the   river   bank.   The   Indian   roller   on   the
telegraph   pole,   the   collared   bush-chat   on   a
bush-top,   a   bluethroat   in   a   reed-bed   and   a
lesser   whitethroat   skulking   in   bushes,   was
still   a   common  sight.   Some  of   the  yellow  wag-

tails had  donned  their  distinctive  dress  and
the   greyheaded,   the   blueheaded   and   the
blackheaded   could   be   distinguished.   Even
some   of   the   blackwinged   stilts   had   put   on
their   black   caps,   their   restless   flocks   flying   to
and  fro  on  the  river.  Most  of  the  other  waders
appeared   a   shade   brighter   but   still   hunted
singly   or   in   flocks.   Gatherings   of   common
swallows   hawked   insects   in   the   sky   morning
and   evening   though   the   number   of   redrumped
swallows    appeared    to    be    surprisingly   low.

Moreover,   there   was   a   large   influx   of   ducks,
presumably   returning   from   the   south,   in   the
Mula-Mutha   Bird   Sanctuary   and   the   Pashan
reservoir.   The   number   of   garganey   teals   had
shot   up   from   a   hundred   to   over   500.   Some
pintails   and   redcrested   pochards   could   also
be  seen  among  them.  At  this  time  and  at   this
time   only,   a   flock   of   lesser   whistling   teals
visits   Pashan   reservoir   every   year.   It   was
dutifully   there   this   year   also.

On   the   outskirts   of   the   city,   song   of   the
redwinged   bushlark   and   the   Indian   skylark
was   increasingly   evident.   On   barren   patches
pairs   of   yellow-wattled   lapwing   could   be   seen
silently   creeping   away   from   the   observer.   Here
they   will   lay   in   the   first   week   of   April.   Flocks
of   spotted   and   red   munias   gathered   seeds
quietly   in   grassland   and   along   dusty   tracks
and   baya   flocks   zoomed   from   tree   to   tree   as
if   in   search   of   a   suitable   nesting   place.

A   short-toed   eagle,   a   few   blackwinged   kites
and   an   occasional   tawny   eagle   are   usually   to
be   seen   on   the   periphery   of   the   city.   The
great   army   of   tawny   eagles   that   at   one   time
patronised   the   garbage   dump   is   now   no   lon-

ger there.  A  large  Indian  kite,  a  booted  eagle
and   a   few   marsh   harriers   were   recorded   on
the   river   and   reservoirs,   while   a   kestrel,   a
shikra   and   a   sparrowhawk   were   encountered
in   better   wooded   areas.   Interestingly,   for   the
last   three   years   a   pair   of   redheaded   merlins
have   nested   on   the   market-place   tower   in   the
busiest   and   most   densely   populated   part   of
the  city.

Such  is  the  glimpse  in  the  life  of  birds  of  a
busy   Indian   city.   For   us   city-dwellers   it   was
an   exciting   and   thrilling   experience   to   count
birds   and   record   their   characteristics.   As   the
city   continues   to   grow   it   will   unwittingly   affect
the  lives  of  its  birds,  until  a  stage  comes  when
its   citizens   may   feel   like   having   a   second   look
at   the   birds   living   in   it.
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List   of   birds   observed   during   the   Bird-count

Scientific   Name   English   Name
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MAMMALS   FROM   NEPAL1

David   H.   Johnson,   S.   Dillon   Ripley,   and   Kitti   Thonglongya2

(With  a  text  -figure)

In  1948-1949,  S.  Dillon  Ripley  led  a  field  party  to  Nepal  to  collect  natural  history
specimens  for  Yale  University  and  the  Smithsonian  Institution.  One  hundred  twelve
specimens  of  mammals  were  obtained.  Subsequent  study  showed  that  thirty-five  species
were  represented.  New  records  from  Nepal  include  Tnpaia  glis,  Vulpes  bengalensis
and  Lepus  grahami.  The  latter  identification,  based  on  an  immature  specimen,  is  in-

cluded with  reservation.

Introduction

S.   Dillon   Ripley

In   1947   I   made   my   first   visit   to   Nepal   at
the   conclusion   of   a   six-month   bird   collecting
reconnaissance   in   the   subcontinent   of   India.
Prior   to   that   time,   my   Indian   colleague,   Dr.
Salim   Ali,   and   I   made   an   informal   pact   that
we   would   work   together   to   prepare   an   up-
to-date   listing   as   well   as   a   handbook   on   the
bird   fauna   of   this   huge   region,   a   project   on
which   we   would   be   occupied   for   the   next
twenty-seven   years.   In   fact,   we   are   still   (in
1979)   engaged   in   revising   my   synopsis   of   the
birds   of   the   region,   published   in   1963,   and
now   being   reprinted.   The   first   two   volumes
of   our   joint   ten-volume   handbook   (1968-
1974)   are   being   re-edited   and   published   anew.

In   1948-1949,   I   revisited   Nepal,   encouraged
by   the   then   Government   and   financed   with   a
major   grant-in-aid   from   the   National   Geogra-

1  Accepted  April  1979.
2   David   H.   Johnson   (retired)  ,   and   S.   Dillon

Ripley,  Department  of  Vertebrate  Zoology,  National
Museum  of   Natural   History,   Smithsonian   Institu-

tion, Washington,  D.C.,  20560;  Kitti  Thonglongya
(deceased).

phic   Society,   as   well   as   support   from   Yale
University   (my   then   employer),   and   the
Smithsonian   Institution,   whose   Secretary,   Dr.
Alexander   Wetmore,   distinguished   naturalist   of
his   time,   was   always   keen   to   stimulate   natural
history   research.   On   this   lengthy   trip,   1   was
joined   by   two   graduates   of   the   year,   room-

mates at  Yale,  whom  I  had  come  to  know  as
a   Resident   Fellow   in   theirs   and   my   college,
Jonathan   Edwards.   The   two   young   men,
Richard   Mack   and   Howard   Weaver,   knocked
on   my   door   one   evening   and   said   that   they
had  heard  I   was  off   again  to  Nepal   and  could
they  come?  I  responded  by  saying  that  I   need-

ed some  help  in  small  mammal  collecting  and
if   they   would   learn   from   our   Peabody   Mu-

seum assistants,  perhaps  they  could  qualify.
The   collection   which   they   subsequently

made,   assisted   in   part   by   Edward   C.   Migdal-
ski,   my   principal   assistant,   who   had   helped
me   on   my   trek   in   the   previous   season,   is
finally   reported   on   herewith.   The   research   was
begun  in   the   late   1950's   by   David   H.   Johnson,
formerly   of   the   National   Museum   of   Natural
History's   staff,   and   continued   in   the   1960's   by
the   late   Kitti   Thonglongya,   a   research   fellow
on   a   visit   from   Thailand.   The   publication   ful-

fils a  pledge  which  I  made  to  the  then  Secre-
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